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Condition: New. 172 x 112 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. When a group of Austrian cavers exploring a network of
abandoned military tunnels in the Italian alps come across
human remains at the bottom of a deep shaft, everyone
assumes the death was accidental - until the still unidentified
body is stolen from the morgue and the Defence Ministry puts a
news blackout on the case. And is the recent car bombing in
Campione d Italia, a tiny tax haven surrounded on all sides by
Switzerland, somehow related? The whole affair has the whiff
of political intrigue. That s enough to interest Aurelio Zen s
boss at the Interior Ministry, who wants to know who is hiding
what from who and why. The search for the truth leads Zen
back into the murky history of post-war Italy and obscure
corners of modern-day society to uncover the truth about a
crime that everyone thought was as dead and buried as the
victim.
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This is actually the very best pdf i have read through right up until now. This really is for those who statte there was not
a well worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ma r g a r etta  Wolf-- Ma r g a r etta  Wolf

This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and
wisdom I realized this publication from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na  K locko III--  B r ya na  K locko III
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